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Freedom of the News 
There is some special significance 

in the fact that the Republican 
platform maker;' included a plank 
on freedom of the news, which 
denotes a principle even broader 
than freedom of the press. For 
this plank carries recognition by 
one of the major political parties 
of a truth which has been given 
dramatic emphasis in this war and 
in the events leading up to the war, 
namely that “peoples have found 
themselves shackled by governments 
which denied the truth, or, worse, 
dealt in half-truths or withheld the 
facts from the public” and that the 
availability of “full and complete 
information” is necessary in “the 
maintenance of a free America.” 

The platform’s insistence that “all 
channels of news must be kept open 
with equality of access to informa- 
tion at the source” is coupled with 
the hope that agreements “can be 
achieved with foreign nations to 
establish the same principles.” For 
as Kent Cooper, executive director 
of the Associated Press, and an in- 
creasing number of journalists have 
pointed out, the future peace of the 
world will be largely dependent on 
free and equal access to the sources 
of news, wherever they are. Where 
the news moves freely across inter- 
national boundaries, without distor- 
tion or suppression, the suspicions 
and misunderstandings which breed 
war are not so likely to occur. 

The Republican platform, and it 
is hoped that later on the Demo- 
cratic platform, will give encourage- 
ment to the effort now in progress 
to work for international recognition 
of the importance of a free and un- 
restricted flow of truthful news to 
implement the peace that will follow 
this war. 

Politics and the War 
Nothing could better demonstrate 

the strength and resiliency of our 
American democracy than the fact 
that we do not hesitate to enter 
upon a potentially explosive presi- 
dential campaign at a time when 
we are engaged in the deadliest and 
most far-reaching war in our his- 
tory. In neither of our major parties 
are there any serious misgivings 
that the great political debate im- 
mediately ahead will interfere in the 
slightest degree with the Nation’s 
gigantic military operations. On 
that much at least—as Governor 
Dewey declared in his acceptance 
speech—on the aim to inflict a total 
defeat upon the Axis and on the 
corollary aim to co-operate with our 
Allies in establishing an enduring 
peace, we are unshakably united as 
a people, irrespective of whether 
we are Republicans or Democrats. 

in emphasizing the existence of 
this basic unity, Governor Dewey 
has spoken words which are bound 
to add to the growing gloom of our 
enemies. It has been said more than 
once in the past that both Berlin 
and Tokyo —particularly Berlin — 

looked forward to the forthcoming 
electioneering with high hopes that 
it would serve, somehow, to ease the 
Immense pressure now being exerted 
against them from every direction. 
We were to become divided over 
domestic issues. Our foreign policy 
was to be made a political football. 
Our national air was to be filled with 
bitter recriminations and name- 

calling. And violent c&mpaign ar- 

guments in general were to confuse 
and distract us to such an extent 
that the overall Allied war effort 
would be appreciably slowed down, 
perhaps enough to rob us of total 

victory and give the Nazis and the 
Japanese a chance to escape the 
full consequences of their crimes 
against the civilized world. 

Such wishful hopes as these have 
unquestionably suggested them- 
selves to our enemies. Only four 
years ago, on the basis of much the 
same kind of thinking, they believed 
that we were going to continue 
arguing among ourselves over “iso- 
lationism” and "interventionism” 
until the very weight of words wou’d 
bog us down in inaction and make 
us too late with anything we might 
do to help the cause of our own and 
other people’s freedom. They did 
hot know America then. They do 
not know America now. For they 
are historically ignorant of our po- 
litical spirit—a spirit which, to para- 
phrase Washington, means that the 
name of "American,” which belongs 
to us, must always exalt our patriot- 
ism above party or faction whenever 
our country is in danger. 

Bred into the bones of America, 
this spirit was clearly in evidence at 
the Republican convention and it 
will undoubtedly be equally in evi- 
dence when the Democrats convene. 
It is the secret of our strength as a 

Nation of free men, and because of 

A, 

it we can be confident that the 
presidential campaign will be con- 
ducted with such a sense of respon- 
sibility that our armed effort will in 
no way be diminished. In short, 
whatever may be said by the rival 
candidates between now and No- 

vember, and whatever may be the 
outcome of the election, our enemies 
can be sure of only one thing: That 
we and our Allies will wage war 

against them until they are totally 
beaten. If they still Imagine other- 
wise, after what Governor Dewey 
has declared, they merely give fur- 
ther proof of how incapable they are 
of understanding Americans. 

Interpreting the Platform 
Governor Dewey’s first press con- 

ference since accepting the Repub- 
lican presidential nomination was 

used by him to begin the important 
process of interpreting his party’s 
platform. 

Political platforms almost invari- 
ably are a hodge-podge of compro- 
mise and concession—an effort to be 
all things to all men, %nd therefore 
meaningless. The party candidate, 
however, if he is a man of strength 
with convictions of his own, will 
devote an important part of his 
campaign to setting forth his in- 
terpretations of the various planks, 
and it is these interpretations which 
generally become the real platform. 

At the press conference, Governor 
Dewey gave his interpretation of 
the Republican foreign trade plank. 
This statement of policy, as it ap- 
pears in the platform, is ambiguous, 
but it could very easily be interpreted 
to mean that the Republicans, if 
elected, would cut the heart out of 
the reciprocal trade agreement pro- 
gram in favor of a return to the 
Grundy high tariff policies of the 
1920s, which many hold largely 
responsible for our economic collapse. 

Mr. Dewey, however, Interprets the 
plank otherwise. Its essence, he 
declared, is in the part which says 
that the United States will partici- 
pate with and work with other 
nations to promote international 
trade. Answering a specific ques- 
tion as to his views on the reciprocal 
trade program, which is the antith- 
esis of the high tariff policy, Mr. 
Dewey, while claiming Republican 
authorship of the program, said that 
it had been carried out "ably” by 
Secretary Hull and that he hoped 
the Republicans would continue in 
his footsteps. In these words, the 
candidate repudiates the suggestion 
that Republican policy is to return 
to the days when we “protected” 
our economy with excessive tariffs 
at the price of ruining it. 

The party’s labor plank is another 
which lends itself to critical inter- 
pretation by Mr. Dewey. In one 
section of this plank the Republicans 
"condemn the freezing of wages at 
arbitrary levels and the binding of 
men to their jobs as destructive to 
the advancement of a free people.” 
No slightest hint in those words of 
recognition that wage freezing and 
job freezing are necessary war meas- 
ures,-limited to the duration of the 
war. On the contrary, it is ft purely 
political bid for labor votes, and it is 
unworthy of a party which hopes to 
be returned to power in a time of 
extreme crisis. But here again, the 
candidate can interpret the plank 
and insert the qualifications which 
the platform makers expediently 
omitted. 

Mr. Dewey has given every evidence 
that he is a man of sincerity and 
high integrity. These are qualities 
which the American people will in- 
sist upon in a candidate before 
consenting to a change of adminis- 
tration, and in this respect Mr. 
Dewey’s real opportunity lies in the 
direction of a forthright and un- 
equivocal campaign statement as to 
what the platform would mean to 
him as President of the United 
States. There is no reason to doubt 
that this statement will be forth- 
coming. 

The Last Hour' 
Even the most lurid of Dr. Goeb- 

bels’ exaggerations about the effec- 
tiveness of the “robot bomb” cannot 
hide from the average German the 
ominous implications of what is 
happening on the Italian, French 
and Russian fronts. Accordingly, 
Nazi propagandists have begun to 
speak more or less frankly about 
how the war has entered its "key” 
phase, a “decisive” phase, a phase 
which will show "whether this is the 
last hour for Germany or her big 
chance.” 

This change in propaganda is 
soberer than anything the German 
home front has heard from official 
sources since the start of the war. 
Events have become so obvious to 
every one that the Nazi hierarchy 
has apparently decided that it will 
be wise to start telling at least some 
measure of the truth. According to 
a reliable London estimate, about 
40 per cent of the Wehrmacht’s 
divisions and almost half its total 
armored strength are already fully 
engaged in the great battles raging 
in Italy, Normandy and Russia, and 
since a substantial part of these 
forces is even now being cut to 
pieces, the people of Germany must 
be prepared for a torrent of bad 
news. 

In commenting glumly on their 
over-all situation, however, the 
Nazis are not wholly candid. They 
speak only of the hard times they 
are having on three fronts, meaning 
what is happening to them in Italy, 
in Normandy and in the Red Army's 
drive toward Minsk. They do not 
mention three other fronts—the sea, 
the air and the underground—all of 
which, in varying degree, are tear- 
ing them down. 

Looked at in any light, especially 
when we consider the size of the 
forces they have already committed 
to the battles in progress, the Nazis 

are in a trapped-animal position. 
The changed tune of their Propa- 
ganda Ministry is therefore entirely 
understandable and we can expect 
it to grow gloomier and gloomier, if 
not hysterical, as our Allied armies 
make it altogether clear that this is 
indeed “the last hour for Germany” 
and that nothing now can stop the 
sand from running to the bottom of 
the glass. 

Smithsonian Secretaries 
The Smithsonian Institution is 

what its secretaries have made it. Be- 
ginning with the fundamental con- 

ception of its founder, it has been— 
in the words of William Howard 
Taft—"the incubator of American 
science.” The essential ideal of in- 
creasing knowledge as well as dif- 
fusing it easily might have been 
interpreted* in relatively inconse- 
quential ways. -’Instead, under a 

succession of five secretaries, it has 
been a kind of dynamo, skillfully 
directed into creative activity useful 
to the generality of men. 

Each of the administrative heads 
of the Smithsonian came to fame 
through original research. Joseph 
Henry, who served as secretary from 
1846 to 1878, was a physicist of dis- 
tinction. Spencer Fullerton Baird, 
a biologist remembered for his zeal 
as a collector and organizer of facts 
about the practice of life, followed 
between 1878 and 1887. Samuel 
Pierpont Langley, astronomer and 
aeronautic theorist, from 1887 to 
1906, and Charles Doolittle Walcott, 
geologist and paleontologist, from 
1907 to 1927, maintained the tradi- 
tions of their predecessors yet added 
contributions definitely their own. 
Charles Greeley Abbot, the fifth 
executive officer of the whole inclu- 
sive institution, grew up to the work 
and, now retiring, is privileged to 
look back upon a period of marvel- 
ous expansion. He is the first 
8mithsonian secretary voluntarily to 
relinquish his responsibilities. His 
choice, of course, will be law to his 
friends. They are glad that he 
means to continue his study of solar 
phenomena with freedom from rou- 
tine obligations. 

Meanwhile, Dr. Alexander Wet- 
more, a well and favorably known 
biologist and ornithologist, is to be 
acting head. He, too, has been edu- 
cated in the institution legend of 
progressive enterprise. One of his 
problems will be to acquire the 
physical facilities—the new buildings 
—which the Smithsonian presently 
needs as never before. Director of 
the National Museum since 1925, he 
is abundantly familiar with the re- 

quirements. 

This and That 
By Charles E. Tracewell. 

"SILVER SPRING, Md. 
"Dear Sir: 

“I, always a student and lover of 
birds of all sorts, even the poor old 
crow, write this letter to ask you what 
you think of neighbors who, just be- 
cause I feed the birds in my yard, and 
keep their bath full in summer, am 
called by neighbors and their children 
a ‘crazy woman.’ 

“Prom a small child when my uncle 
who was founder and president of the 
SPCA in a province of Canada al- 
lowed me to have several canaries and 
encouraged kindness to all things, I 
have loved all animals and particularly 
the wildbirds. 

"Sparrows and starlings, and the red- 
headed woodpecker and catbird are 
among my favorites. I can tell many- 
human things these sparrows have done. 
The red-headed woodpecker has caught 
peanuts on the wing, and I read in a 
book that his tongue was formed so he 
could catch insects on the fly, so that 
accounts for the catching of the peanuts. 

“He regularly would wait for me on 
the telephone pole in my yard to come 
to the window and throw peanuts. It 
was extraordinary and great fun. 

“The mother sparrows used to bring 
the babies beside my kitchen window, 
line them all up for some bread; if I 
was not in the kitchen she would chirp 
very loudly, and when I peeped around 
the door, I could see her head craned 
at the open window. 

“Now these baby sparrows have grown 
to think of me and my kitchen window 
as a mother to them, almost. They come 
and flutter their wings at the window 
when they see me. 

“The starling is a friendly bird to 
other birds. They and the sparrows 
bathe together in my bird bath. The 
large black birds are the cruel ones. I 
have seen and prevented them from 
killing sparrows, for which the starling 
had been blamed by Ignorant people. 

“Catbirds and some winter birds love 
apples 

‘I am certain these people who are 
neighbors of mine never have read your 
articles, or they would not be so ignorant 
of birds and that I am not the only one 
that feeds them and keeps bird baths 
in yard. 

"I have “begun to think that these 
sorts of neighbors do not even read 
anything. 

“I also have a pet black squirrel. There 
are many gray ones and two or three 
black ones here. We did have a pure 
white one, but I guess some one killed 
it as it never comes any more. 

“I was forced to get the police out 
here after neighborhood boys who were 
openly killing the birds, even pointing 
their guns in my yard. However, the 
police stopped it, as far as I can see. 

“I read your articles with a great 
interest, as you have told of birds I 
did not know about, namely the cow- 
bird. For a while I thought on account 
of the neighbors that I would have to 
give up feeding the birds and squirrels. 

“Even putting water out for them 
causes these neighbors to call me names, 
but I keep on and ignore them. 

“Very respectfully, K. M.” 
* * ¥ * 

Congratulations to our brave corre- 

spondent, who in the face of difficulties 
keeps right on doing good in what 
Shakespeare called a “naughty” world. 

The decent spirit manifested by the 
feathered folk of the air could teach a 

good lesson to many human beings. 
The birds go right ahead living and 

minding their own business. A per- 
son wise enough to keep his mind on 
them, and to forget, as best he may, 
that portion of life which he does not 
like, will And that the birds will give 
him solace for his trials and tribula- 
tions. 

Nature in the large, including the 
animals and birds, offers this consola- 
tion of the spirit, because the things of 
nature are the things of God, and the 
“jewels of the air” speak of love im- 
mortal, which is quite different from 
ill will in any form, and so much bet- 
ter that it ought not to be hard, in 
concentrating on it, to forget those 
manifestations of life which one doee 
not like. 

X 

Letters to The Star 
Sees Nation’s Capital Leading 

r In Slum Clearance 
To thf Edit or of The St nr: 

In answer to your editorial, "Financing 
Slum Clearance.” June 3,1 would like to 
mention again that this has nothing to 
do with who does the construction, but 
is purely a question of who is respon- 
sible and who should pay the cost. 

The policy of Federal financing of 
slum clearance has been true of the 
New Deal and prewar days, but we now 
are talking postwar, a new pha$e. 
Present local slum clearance hearings 
are the first step into this postwar phase 
of slum reclamation and admittedly will 
have a great deal of bearing on the 
national situation. Therefore what we 
do here is of utmost importance. Wash- 
ington slums are our problem. Chicago 
slums are Chicago's problem and so on. 

We must lead the way, accepting the 
responsibility that is ours. If we do this 
in the Nation’s Capital, they, Chicago 
and others, should follow. 

There are many far-reaching advan- 
tages to this conception. It will stop 
the unsound and irresponsible habit of 
dipping into Federal funds for subsidies. 
It will help to hold down our ever- 
increasing national debt. It will be a 
return to local responsibility which 
immediately focuses local interest and 
concern on how this vital program will 
be conducted. There is nothing to stop 
Washington in the future from dipping 
into Federal funds for subsidies If there 
is a return to national financing, and we 
can all go down with the sinking ship 
together. But certainly in our responsible 
position as Capital of the Nation and 
fortunate in a relatively easy relief Job 
to be done it would be treason not to 
accept our responsibility and lead the 
way toward sound financing. 

*ou aiso mentioned in your editorial 
that "in the only two concrete propo- 
sitions made by local builders, the tax- 
payers’ subsidy to the builder would 
amount to $361,000 involving only 193 
units out of the 20,000 said to be em- 
braced in the complete slum reclama- 
tion program.” 

The first of the two projects involved 
70 units and was “for the purpose of 
illustration” that private enterprise 
could build at the present price level a 
four-room masonry row house on a $900 lot with 33-year 3^ per cent financing 
pay all taxes and rent for $35 per month, whereas the National Capital Housing Authority, under the same conditions, would have to charge $43 per month. 

The second project was concrete, and for a specific site, Logans Court. This 
carefully planned project by Mr. Carr 
and Mr. Breuninger would repay the 
initial $127,000 write down in ground value in 20 years through increased 
taxes on the new improvements. 

Progressive common-sense slum clear- 
ance under the Tydings bill will not cost the taxpayers a cent for construction or 
taxes. But as for “help for the needy,” don’t let any one deceive himself that 
this is not going to cost the local tax- 
payers money no matter who does the 
construction work, since the National 
Capital Housing Authority is requesting funds under Title I under which it 
charges economic or cost rents that will be met under rent ceilings imposed on 
the private builders in the Tydings bill The difference between this rent and what the needy can afford to pay must be met by the taxpayers, and they should get that straight right now. Rufus Lusk, speaking for the Washing- ton Taxpayers’ Association and backing th* ^dings bill, brings out this point, and that we ths taxpayers better do a little serious thinking on how much we 
can afford in the way of help /or the 
needy. CLARKE DANIEL. 

Insists Maurois Is a Gaul 
To the Editor of The Star: 

In The Star for June 26, Dr. Henry J. Bruehl asserts that Andre Maurois, whose family name is Herzog, is no Gaul at all. That seems to me a rather 
hasty conclusion which the doctor him- 
self proceeds to demolish by telling us that Maurois is of Alsatian descent and that bis grandfather left Alsace after 
the Franco-Prussian War of 1870-71 
and settled in France. 

Ancient Alsace was a part of Gaul, and the Alsatians were just as Celtic 
as the French. The fact that Maurois’ 
grandfather left Alsace after its forcible 
annexation by Germany and preferred to live in defeated France is proof 
enough that he was not a German, even 
though his name sounds German. 

Three years after the Franco-Prus- 
sian War, the people of Alsace-Lorraine 
elected IE representatives to the Ger- 
man Reichstag, and the first thing those 
members did was to enter a unanimous 
protest against the annexation. The 
protest was read on February 18, 1874, 
by the member for Saveme whose name 
W8.s Edouard Teutsch—the name was 
German, but the man was not. Other 
eminent Alsatians whose souls were 
French had German names: The critic 
Suhure, the chemist Wurtz, Henner, 
Keufer (a member of the French Fed- 
eration of Labor) and others. 

J. J. KRAL. 

Adds to Church History 
To th; Editor of The Star: 

I was much interested in Caspar 
Nannes' brief history covering 52 years 
of the United Brethren Memorial 
Church which, illustrated by a large 
cut of the structure, appeared in The 
Star of June 24, and, knowing that your 
paper strives to be correct and just in 
all matters. I, for many years a member 
of that congregation, feel impelled to 
make some pertinent constructive criti- 
cism of the purported history in justice 
to a man whose services to the church 
were overlooked or ignored. 

In an attempt to make the history 
brief, the writer thereof has omitted en- 

tirely the period of 16 years from 1925 
to 1941, inclusive, during which years 
Rev. Dr. Simpson B. Daugherty was pas- 
tor. During these 16 years the church 
and its Sunday school not only increased 
their memberships, but many of the 
obligations were paid in full. 

In a history, facts are facts, and 
should be recorded: therefore, the writer 
of the 52-year history of the United 
Brethren Church should have given 
appropriate prominence to Dr. Daugh- 
erty's accomplishments. 

ERNEST C. RUEBSAM. 

Questions Robot Story 
To r.he Editor of The Star: 

The Star for June 26 carried a special 
news item headlined: "Robot Planes 
Date Back 25 Years.” 

Is this an example of misleading pub- 
licity? I do not believe that the Na- 
tional Inventors’ Council has a working 
knowledge of the engine driving the 
enemy winged bomb. 

ARTHUR HALSTED. 

This Changing World 
By Gonstantinr Brown 

The race for President of the United 
States is being followed abroad with 
greater interest than any other previous 
campaign. 

So far as the war is concerned, none 
of the Axis powers could derive the 
slightest degree of comfort from the 
speech of the Republican nominee, 
Gov Thomas E. Dewey. He appeared 
as determined as President Roosevelt 
to continue to fight until Japan and 
Germany are utterly defeated. In spite 
of views to the contrary expressed by 
some of the Republican members of 
the House. Mr. Dewey has fully Indorsed 
the unconditional surrender slogan 
adopted at Casablanca in 1943. 

The military aspects of the war 
against the Axis are now very clear. 
I-ast year about this time the task 
ahead still was gigantic and complete 
victory was distant. Politically the in- 
ternational picture was equally compli- 
cated and uncertain. 

Today the military situation is far 
bettei than the most optimistic observ- 
ers dared hope; the defeat of the Nazis 
is looked on as a question of months 
and the destruction of the Japanese 
military forces, in spite of their successes 
in China, may come less than a year 
alter the Nazi collapse. 

But while our war associates are now 
certain of victory and about America's 
effort, regardless of who is elected Pres- 
ident in November, they are concerned 
about the political aspects of a change 
of administration. 

If the Republican party wins, the new 
President and his cabinet would be un- 
shackled by any "commitments,” obli- 
gations and promises which may have 
been made by his predecessor.* 

* * * * 

Our policy is clear so far as the 
prosecution of the war is concerned. In 
Secretary of* State Hull’s own words, 
the principal objective of our foreign 
policy is to win the war. 

But behind this very general promise, 
the foreign policy as was determined 
at Teheran is a closed book for the 
American people. They try in vain to 
learn from the maze of rumors, inspired 
magazine articles and occasional hints 
from the White House what was de- 
cided behind the closed doors of the 
Russian Embassy in the Iranian capi- tal. It was there that President Roose- 
velt, Premier Stalin and Prime Minister 
Churchill and their interpreters spent 
many weary hours straightening out 
the Allies’ strategy on the basis of 
political deals. 

So far as the American people are 
concerned, the Atlantic Charter still 
appears to be the foundation of our 
foreign policy. But this document has 
been greatly "watered" In recent months. 
Prime Minister Churchill’* speech of 
last month in which he mentioned the 
charter as a mere general directive at 
the next peace table and the adminis- 
tration's wavering in its previous strong 
stand regarding minor war associates 
makes it obvious that the charter is be- 
ing set aside as a "venerable document.'' 

* * * * 
Neither the public nor Senate Foreign 

Relations Committee have ever been 
given a clear picture of what actual 
commitments have been given to the 
U. 8. 8. R. and Great Britain. 

The commitments are known to the 
very few who have attended the Casa- 
blanca and Teheran meetings. An at- 
tempt by the 8enate committee in April, 
1943, to discover the details of the Casa- 
blanca discussions were frustrated. The 
Secretary of State, who had not at- 
tended the conference, spoke for more 
than two hours but could not enlighten 
the Senators. The others who were sum- 
moned before the committee, including 
Gen. George C. Marshall, were unable 
to divulge any important facts since at 
Casablanca military and political factors 
were Interlocked and came under the 
heading of military secrets. 

The Teheran conversations and com- 
mitments came under the same heading. Hence the full extent of the agreements 
among the big three are known by only 
a few men in the United States, Great 
Britain and Russia. 

Under these circumstances the blue- 
prints of the postwar world are known 
in this country only to the Chief Execu- 
tive, who is honor bound by them. They do not have the approval of the 8enate. 
They are not binding, however, to those 
who may succeed the present adminis- 
tration. 

The Republicans have pledged them- 
selves to prosecute the war relentlessly 
until the enemy has been brought to his 
knees and made powerless to resume an 
aggressive war. But they are not bound 
to any commitments the Chief Executive 
may have found necessary to make in 
order to bring about the present military 
condition. v 

It is obvious that America’s major associates in the war are wondering what will happen to the blueprints drafted with the consent and approval of President Roosevelt in the event 
another man takes his place. 

On the Record 
By Dorothy Thompson 

uhiuago, m., June 30.—This has 
been a remarkably unconventional con- 
vention. it has unanimously nominated 
for President a candidate it did not 
want, and one who probably did not 
want the nomination. It has nomh- 
nated for Vice President the popular 
Republican choice for President, and 
in the course of the convention has given 
him ovations out of all proportion to 
those accorded Gov. Dewey. 

It has drawn up a straight nationalist 
and back-to-normalcy platform under 
a paper-thin veneer of internationalism 
and a hodgepodge of vote-catching ap- 
peals addressed to every conceivable 
minority group. And a few hours after 
the platform had been adopted, it has 
listened to an acceptance speech in 
which the platform was completely ig- nored and even, by every inference, 
repudiated. 

* * * * 

Considering the fact that 15,000 peo- 
ple crowded the stadium last night, 
filling it for the first time during the 
entire convention, one may say that 
Gov. Dewey’s speech was practically 
received in complete silence. At no 
time wta he interrupted by more than 
perfunctory applause. The ovation at 
the end lasted only a few seconds. 

It is true that this was a brand-new 
audience of convention delegates. It 
has been estimated that no more than 
15 or 16 per cent had ever attended a 
national convention before. Perhaps they did not know the tricks. They did 
not drown out the band with their 
cheers; they stopped and listened to it 
Perhaps, also, they had reached the 
point of almost utter prostration from 
the heat which descended like humid 
fog upon the city with the convention 
and lifted immediately after Gov. Dewey finished his acceptance speech. Today is glorious, cool and bright. 

But despite the strange atmosphere of 

organized apathy in which Gov. Dewey delivered his speech, it was a master- 
piece. The shortest statement made by 
any speaker, a statement totally devoid 
or slogans, wisecracks or pathetic ora- 
tory, it opened a totally new type of 
campaigning. 

It was a speech made to a skeptical 
generation, allergic to oratory and 
cynical of politicians. It was modem 
in temper and in delivery and com- 
pletely without demagoguery. 

* * * * 
One swallow does not make a summer 

nor one speech a candidate or a cam- 
paign. But Gov. Dewey has already done the entire American Nation a 
distinguished service. He has cut off in two paragraphs the hopes undoubt- 
edly entertained by the Axis powers that 
a change of government in Washington imght bring divisions among Allies and 
offer the hope of an easier and earlier 
peace. 

His unequivocal statement that there 
would be ho change whatever in military conduct of the war was accompanied by • *£aiSht message to all our Allies, pledging complete unity "to the limit of 
our resources and manpower.” And to the Axis he made the grim promise that this campaign will strengthen with 
every day the will to victory” and that with every day you further delay sur- render the consequences to you will be 
more severe.” 

It could very well be argued that it 
would be Gov. Dewey’s political disad- 
vantage to have the Germans surrender to President Roosevelt as America’s rep- 
resentative, with the consequence that the President might be involved in peace negotiations during the election, a situ- atlon which would probably re-elect him. 
ii that idea crossed Gov. Dewey’s mind he repudiated it. That is one up for him in the opinion of this commentator (Relcticd by the Bell Syndicate. Ine.) 

Global Weapon 
By Maj. George Fielding Eliot 

uen. George C. Marshall has re- 
marked that the use of the new B-28 
superbomber “creates a new problem in 
the application of military force.” 

The 20th Air Force, armed with these 
very long-range weapons, will there- 
fore operate directly under the control 
of the joint chiefs of staff, in co-ordina- 
tion with theater commanders. Thftre 
is no place on the earth’s surface which 
is out of reach of these giant planes. 
We have a weapon of global strategy 
with a vengeance and it must be so 
employed It cannot be tied down 
within the limits of any particular 
theater; its force must be available so 
that its flexibility, which is the key to 
the economical and effective employ- 
ment of all strategic air power, may not 
be hampered by purely local considera- 
tions. 

Of course, as Gen. H. H. Arnold points 
out, “the employment of the B-29 is just 
beginning. We have a lot to* learn before 
its full power may be developed. Con- 
sequently, the frequency of its use will 
be carefully determined for some time. 
From this circumstance, let our enemies 
take what comfort they can while they 
can.” 

* * * * 

Two weeks have passed since the first 
Super Fortress bombing of Japan with- 
out report of the reappearance of the 
big planes. We may hear of them 
again at almost any moment, or we may 
not hear for some little time yet. There 
are many problems to be worked out in 
the use of such a weapon, technical and 
supply problems as well as strategic and 
tactical problems. The lessons of the 
initial action will have to be carefully 
studied by all concerned, flying per- 
sonnel as well as ground crews. 

This is essential in order to get the 
best possible value out of the big planes, 
as the numbers available increase. Such 
time is not wasted, in the only terms 
that count—tePms of fire actually de- 
livered against enemy targets. 

We can afford to wait a little to make 
sure and then to act with concentrated 
power. We are not being compelled, as 
the enemy is, to waste our strength in 
driblets, rushing here and there trying 
with inadequate means to check this or 
that threat of the enemy. We have 
been all through that phase of the war 
— both in Europe and in the Pacific. 
We have suffered its losses and its 
sickening feeling of impotence. 

Now it is we who have the initiative. 
It is we who are building up our 

strength while that of enemy dimin- 
ishes. When we use a new weapon, we 
can afford the time for a few “trial 
runs” in order to make certain that we 
are using it in the best and most effec- 
tive way. We don’t have to squib it off 
in feeble haste, as the Germans did with 

j their robot planes when Gen. Eisen- 
| hower was so unkind as not to mount 

his attack where the Germans expected ; him. Nobody is pushing us around- it 
is we who are pushing the enemy around 
—both our enemies. 

One of the greatest values of the B-29. let us note, is the defensive expendi- tures and dispersion which it imposes on the enemy. We have already noted, m a previous article, the vast disper- sion of the German Army in France— 
dispersion in frontage in an attempt to 
guard the huge coast line of France 
with only 60 divisions, dispersion in 
depth because our Air Forces, our air- 
borne troops and the French under- 
ground are striking at every sort of 
military installation and position far 
behind the fighting lines. 

* * * * 

The presence of the 20th Air Force 
in the Far East, and Japanese knowl- 
edge that its power is gradually being 
built up, imposes on the Japanese 
high command a similar necessity for 
dispersing their fighting power in great 
depth for defensive purposes. It will 
no longer be possible for them to leave 
unguarded any important industrial 
area, any naval station, any railway 
center, any airfield or storage area or 
seaport. There will have to be more 
fighter planes, more searchlights, more 
antiaircraft guns and fire-control 
equipment everywhere throughout the 
vast area which Japan is seeking to 
defend. 

Men and material which might other- 
wise have been used to fight us on the 
ground or at sea, or offensively in the 
air, will be tied up in purely local de- 
fense, which nevertheless cannot be 
neglected at any vital point. 

These defenses cannot be shifted 
about as the needs of the moment may 
indicate. They must be right on the 
spot all the time, even though they 
may never be used. The nature of the 
defensive problem facing the Japanese 
may be indicated by pointing out that 
one group of the Super Fortresses, 
operating from a single base, can on 
one day bomb a target in Japan itself, 
and on the next day the same group, 
operating from the same base, might 
be hitting a target in the Philippines or 
South China. 

That is what is meant by the flexi- 
bility of strategic air power—a quality 
which increases with the radius of ac- 
tion. The Japanese must defend them- 
selves everywhere. 

The net result, considering Japan’s 
increasing difficulties in production and 
transportation, must ultimately be a 
reduction of Japan's ability to fight 
modem war anywhere and in any 
manner, quite aside from the reduction 
of Japanese industrial output which 
will result from the destruction of her 
plants. 

(Coprrltht. 1B44. Now York Trlbuno, tM.) 
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Dewey Seen Bringing 
New Spirit to GuP 

Roosevelt Has Met His Equal 
In Campaign Art, Says Writer 

By David Lawrence 
CHICAGO, June SO.—Republican dele- 

gates to the national convention saw a 
new force and met a new spirit of party 
militancy in Oov. Dewey of New York. 

Young, vigorous, penetrating and yet 
poised and calculating, the Republican 
nominee won the delegatee at once. He 
will make a strong campaign—and no- 
body will push him around. President 
Roosevelt has at last met his equal In 
radio personality and in the rampaigw 
art of epigrammatic phrase-making. 

The Governor’s speech had in its very 
delivery the kind of punch and dy- 
namic energy that political folks like to 
see in a candidate. The delegates didn’t 
expect s detailed pronouncement on the 
issues—they merely wanted to hear the 
nominee and get an initial inspiration 
from him. 

Shows Trend of Campaign. 
The old system of postponing the ac- 

ceptance speech for a few weeks so the 
candidate could digest the platform 
and the issues had many advantages, 
but if acceptance speeches are to be 
taken as just an expression to the con- 
vention it will not do any harm to the 
custom. 

Por Gov. Dewey had no chance to 
write out a comprehensive discussion of 
the issues. That will come later. Yet, 
he did cover a lot of Important ground 
In his brief address. He evidently has 
been .thinking about the issues during 
his period of “draft” alienee. 

The Governor’s speech shows some- 
thing of the trend the campaign may 
be expected to take. The attack will 
be on one-man government and in ita 
place will be offered a cabinet of the 
ablest men in the country. This will be 
welcome because one of the difficulties 
about voting for President Rooeevelt 
for a fourth term is that one must vote 
for a continuance of some of the cabinet 
members who have long worn out their 
welcome with the American people. 

Another pointed attack will be made 
on the change-in-the-mlddle-of-the- 
w&r argument. Mr. Dewey handled this 
cleverly. If there has been no “civilian 
interference” with the military, this ha 
says will be continued in a nsw ad- 
ministration. if, on the other hunt. 
there has been “civilian interference '* 
Gov. Dewey will put a stop to it la- 
the event he is elected. 

Warning t« Democrat*. 
Obviously, the Republican nominee 

will tackle gingerly any suggestion that 
the -“Commander In Chief’ is running 
on the Democratic ticket. Mr. Dewey 
insists that “the military conduct of the 
war” shall be “outside this campaign.” 
That’s a warning to the Democrats not 
to fall into the trap of claiming Mr. 
Roosevelt Is indispensable to the con* 
ttnued success of military operations. 

It is plain even this early, however, 
that the change Idea is to be the 
principal issue of the national political 
contest no matter what each nominee 
says. There may be something of an 
issue, too, in the responsibility for the 
unpreparedness of America in this war. 

The New York Governor’s speech on 
the whole was good, though he should 
be judged on his addresses of the future 
which he will have more time to prepare. 
The speech of acceptance had in it 
one sour note which could well have 
been omitted. It was Mr. Dewey’s 
unkind reference to Woodrow Wilson. 
The attempt to place the blame for 
what happened in 1919 on Mr. Wilson 
when it is a fact that the Republicans 
in the Senate were the obstructionists 
Is a matter for careful reading, and not 
partisan demagoguery, today. 

The Republican delegates went home 
happy. They liked Gov. Dewey's 
speech and his manner. They liked 
also Gov. Brlcker, his speech and his 
personality. His acceptance of the 
second place cm the ticket welded to* 
gether all factions and sent the dele* 
gates away in a harmonious mood quite 
rare in the long history of national con* 
ventions. 

(RsersSuetlon Rights Rsssrrtd.) 

The Viking Strain 
item lb* Montreal Otar. 

The story of H. M. C. 8. Athahaskan'a 
last fight will go down in history aa 
an epic of the Canadian Nary. In a 
running fight In the Channel with Ger- 
man destroyers the Athabaskan and 
the Haida, two destroyers of the Cana- 
dian Nary, engaged two German de- 
stroyers. Her forward guns put out of 
action by a German salvo, the Atha- 
baskan rushed full steam ahead, firing 
with her after guns. When another 
salvo crashed into her after deck and 
put her main guns there out of action 
also, she slowed down and continued 
the fight with the remaining smaller 
guns until a torpedo blew her In two. 

The Haida continued to pursue the 
enemy and, though the German ships 
were faster, she succeeded In driving 
one of them onto the rocks, being as- 
sisted in doing so, ironically, by the 
other German ship, which fired on Its 
consort under the mistaken Impression 
that it was shooting at a Canadian 
destroyer. The second German de- 
stroyer got away with the aid of a 
smoke screen, whereupon the Haida 
rushed back to the work of rescuing 
what survivors she could pick up from 
the Athabaskan. 

This work was carried on efficiently, 
though there were numbers of small 
enemy craft about. Finally, when en- 
emy aircraft began to close in, Lt. 
Comdr. J. H. Stubbs, D. 8. O., R. C. N, 
of the Athabaskan shouted to Comdr. 
De Wolfe of the Haida: “Get away; get 
clear!” The latter obeyed, and the 
gallant commander of the Athabaskan, 
in the words of an eyewitness, was left 
“covered with oil on a drifting raft to 
meet a cold, unfriendly dawn off an 
enemy coast.” 

Such deeds perpetuate the memory 
of those who took part In them, and 
remain an undying stimulus to those 
who come after, though the records of 
the Canadian Navy go to prove that 
no such stimulus is needed, because in 
the blood of our fighting seamen runs 
the Viking strain. 

Paratrooper 
The Romany urge was a fitful thing. 
In persimmon days and with mallards 

on wing; 
And you liked to stroll in the blue- 

stem with Rover, 
Where wild-grapes hung purple be- 

yond the red clover. 
Then a bugle note came in a poignant 

way— 
A clear high call—and you could not 

stay. 
This time you have wandered too far 

—too far; 
You hurdle the clouds, not the pas- 

ture-bar ... 
At whip-poor-will hour, when the 

chores are over, 
We keep our poor-vigil—your mother 

and Rover. 
I MARY PEERY WHITTAKER. 
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